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CORRIDOR-WIDE MEETING SUMMARY 
 

Attendees: 
 
Kurt Gulder Marge Klein Don Hunt Natasha Jenkis 
Alejandro Baca Chuck Toner Luciano Cabrera Karen Morales 
Bruce Dohner Karl Davis  Luis Morales Terrence Boyd 
Kilder Duarte David Ruchmand Ron Corey Emily Clark  
Jay Clark Norman Lane Beverly Baldwin Ross Getchell 
Inge Freritos Randy Ross Ernie Gordon Luke Turf 
Maxine Markbury Biron Gustafson Chris Martinez Huilang Lui 
Roosevelt Ford Jonathan Bartsh Armando Diaz Deleon Pat Grant 
John Priola Gardener Hammond Loren Kirkhamd Quenton Sonnenfeld 
Samnang Keo AB James Fred LeBrun Kevin Hougen 
Rudolph Anderson Marilyn Williams Joanne True Marvin Witt 
Mike Vanderhoof Lonzy Jenkins Joe Rojas Joshua Carson 
Genado Hernandez Darren Even Shamari Turner Bob Marusin 
Jane Donovan  Arlene Baca Kate Kramer Carol Priola 
 
 
The I-70 East Corridor Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) project team conducted 
corridor-wide meetings on October 12th and 13th, 2005 as part of the on-going community 
outreach process.  These notes reflect the meeting held on October 12th.  The primary purpose 
of the October corridor-wide meetings was to disseminate, discuss, and answer questions 
regarding the highway and transit alternatives recommended for further analysis in the Draft 
EIS (DEIS) and the initial results of how theses alternatives may affect the community and 
environment.  The meeting included an open house with boards that focused on the project 
overview, transit and highway DEIS alternatives, initial information on social, economic, 
environmental resource affects, rail maintenance facility update, and ways to stay involved.  
Small group discussions were conducted.  Comment sheets were also provided for the 
attendees. 
 
I.  SUMMARY OF COMMENT FORMS 
The following section details the comments received to date from the comment sheets 
distributed at the meeting.  These comments are recorded verbatim. 
 

DEIS Highway Alternatives 
Alternative A (4 options) Add general purpose lanes on the existing I-70 alignment 
Alternative B Add toll lanes on the existing I-70 alignment 
Alternative C Add general purpose lanes on the I-70 realignment 
Alternative D Add toll lanes on the I-70 realignment 

DEIS Transit Alternatives 
Alternative 1 Union Pacific Commuter Rail  
Alternative 2 Union Pacific Light Rail  

Date/Time: October 12, 2005/5:00 P.M.  

Location: Montbello Recreation Center  
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1.  What comments or concerns do you have regarding the I-70 East Corridor highway 
alternatives being evaluated in the DEIS? 

• Alternative C, Option 1 would have a more positive effect (or less effect) on low-
income people for long range maintenance. I believe the costs would be less on state 
and local budgets. 

• I am in favor of Alternative A. I don’t think toll lanes will be utilized fully and out of 
state or out of area traveler will be excluded (transponders) and even the area residents 
that don’t get a transponder will not be using toll lanes. How much are the tolls? This 
will have an affect on how much they are used. 

 
2.  What comments or concerns do you have regarding the I-70 East Corridor transit 
alternatives being evaluated in the DEIS? 

• Not in favor of toll lanes especially if (Referendum) C and D passes.  As far as light rail 
versus commuter rail, I favor light rail. 

 
3.  What comments or concerns do you have regarding the possible effects of the 
alternatives on social, economic, and environmental resources? 

• I am not in favor of I-70 realignment because I don’t want to see the National Western 
disrupted. The east route will have and impact on Elyria/Swansea area which is what 
you are trying to rectify by move away from the present I-70 location. 

 
4.  Any other comments or questions? 

• Concerned with realignment of I-270 
 
II.  SUMMARY OF COMMENT CARDS  
The following section summarizes comments that were received by the staff in the open house 
portion of the corridor-wide meeting. 

• How will bike paths be affected? 
• Prefer Site 18 (Smith Road (north side) Peoria – 1-225) for the light rail transit 

maintenance facility 
• For Alternative C, Option 1 is much better than Option 2 
• Concerned with Site 17 (Smith Road (south side) Peoria – I-225) light rail maintenance 

facility and its proximity to residential property 
• Concerned with hazardous material storage and delivery at maintenance facilities 
• Light rail transit maintenance facility 17 (Smith Road (south side) Peoria – I-225) 

would impact nearby residences, it would also require taking two brand new 
warehouses plus others 

• Don’t like dangerous merge points at same place like collector/distributor roads.  Like 
46th Street on Alternative C and D to access Park Hill. 

• Would like phone number of Denver person in charge of bike/ped/route for 56th 
Improvements would help commute time 

• Traffic on 56th backs up - would like extension out to airport 
• Remove elevated portion on I-70 
• Fix eastbound weave between I-225 and Chambers Road 
• Look at fully directional interchange at Chambers Road 
• Toll lanes would not be a good idea if Referendum C and D passes 
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• Project team is doing a good job 
• Northbound Quebec Street to westbound I-270 is a large bottleneck and should be 

improved 
• Will the realignment require rebuilding a new interchange at 49th and Quebec Streets? 
• Toll lanes should not cover up for politician’s incompetent use of tax dollars 
• Do not like curve in realignment alternatives. Possible safety and congestion issues 
• Do not like that Alternatives A and B would close Clayton and Steele Streets 
• Likes collector/distributor (C/D) roads. 
• Do not like 12-lane freeways but like the flexible tolling lanes with some limited access 
• Business owners in I-70 corridor (around Holly and I-70) prefer Alternative C or D. 

They are not worried about business access affected by a realigned I-70. 
• Need more connection along Smith Road 
• Like opening Smith Road through old airport land 
• Like collector/distributor (C/D) road between Peoria Street and I-270 
• Would not support maintenance facilities up on US 36 because it is not centrally 

located and on just one line 
• Maintenance facility sites around Union Station would be okay if the UP Railroad 

would remain in central Denver.  If UP is going to be moved to front range airport then 
it doesn’t make sense to move another railroad with maintenance shops back into the 
central Denver area. 

• Transit Alternative 2 (Light Rail) is preferred because it will do more for people in east 
Denver (Montbello Neighborhood) 

• Commuter rail is not as desirable through neighborhoods and does not have as many 
stops as light rail 

• Put wall between any maintenance facility, housing, and residential developments 
adjacent to facility to create a visual barrier 

• Strong preference for light rail transit for the following reasons: 
o It doesn’t use internal combustion - light rail transit serves better than diesel 
o Light rail transit promotes neighborhood travel 
o Commuter rail starts/stops accelerates and decelerates efficiently 
o Commuter rail would be nosier than light rail transit. 

• Would like to see American manufacturers being used for trains, equipment, etc. 
• Definitely need a grade separation at Peoria Street, it is a bottleneck now 
• In favor of light rail transit.  Commuter rail transit takes time to accelerate and 

decelerate and with the number of stops for commuter rail transit, it doesn’t make sense 
to run commuter rail transit. 

• Transit alignments should run 24 hours for workers getting off (work) at all hours. 
• Streetcar on Downing Street does not seem as safe as light rail transit.  Light rail transit 

is in its own corridor and the streetcar runs with traffic. 
 
III.  SUMMARY OF SCRIPTS 
The corridor-wide meeting included several discussion tables (each facilitated by a project 
team member) that focused on different issues: Transit, Highway, Maintenance Facility, 
Community/Environmental, and right of way.  The discussion tables provided a format for the 
public to be able to voice their concerns, ask questions, or comment on project related issues.  
Notes were taken at each table and are highlighted here. 
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Transit/Maintenance Facilities  
1. What will it cost to ride transit?  Would it be based per mile or trip?  
Answer:  The cost can be equivalent to the cost of light rail service, at this point, it is 
undetermined.  Ridership costs will not be evaluated in the DEIS. 
 
2. How much would it cost to ride from Downtown to DIA?  How long would the commute 
take? 
Answer:  The cost can be equivalent to the cost of light rail service, at this point, it is 
undetermined.  
 
3. How much is sky Ride? 
Answer:  Depending on where you get on, the price of sky Ride to DIA varies from six to ten 
dollars.  For more information on sky Ride please visit the RTD website at www.rtd-
denver.com.  
 
4. Is there an extra premium for service to DIA? 
Answer:  These types of questions can not be addressed until a preferred alternative is 
selected.  Since the DEIS will not have a preferred alternative, the issue of premium costs to 
DIA cannot be addressed.   
 
5. How many stops would there be for commuter rail versus light rail? 
Answer:  The commuter rail alternative assumes 8 stations and the light rail alternative 
assumes 12 stations.  
 
6. Will there be a charge at park-n-Rides for long term parking?  For short term? 
Answer:  At this point, it is undetermined, park-n-Ride costs will not be addressed in the DEIS.  
 
7. Will there be frequent rider discounts? Frequent “Parking” discounts? 
Answer:  At this point, it is undetermined and will not be addressed in the DEIS. 
 
8. Would the railroads be moving east?  How will this project impact other transportation 
corridors?  Ports-to-Plains? 
Answer:  Depending on what type of rail technology is determined, will determine impacts to 
other transportation corridors as well as the railroads. 
 
9. I am a light rail supporter. 
 
10. I need more information about commuter rail and light rail 
 
11. How much fumes, pollution, and noise does commuter rail generate?  What are the 
impacts? 
Answer:  Environmental impacts for each of the alternatives will be disclosed in the DEIS.  
 
12. Is there pressure to get light rail down the center of I-70? 
Answer:  This alternative was considered but screened out during the evaluation process. 
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13. Has the double-decker highway option been scrapped? 
Answer:  Yes, the double-decker alternative has been eliminated from consideration.  
 
14. Downing Street Extension - I think the street train would be safe, especially during the 

winter.  How quickly can you go if you have to slam on your brakes?  Will this be on the 
ballot? 

Answer:  Since this alternative is relatively new, further analysis is still being conducted for 
the Street Car Extension.  
 
15. With commuter rail you will impact less property, light rail transit will impact more 

property. 
 
16. My preference is for commuter rail, it has more stops than light rail transit and I like the 

safety of commuter rail transit. 
 
17. Would transit follow I-70 if it’s realigned? 
Answer:  No, the realignment of the highway does not impact the transit alignments. 
 
18. What tracks at the Denver Union Station would be underground in the future? 
Answer:  This information is available in the Denver Union Station (DUS) Master Plan. 
 
Highway 
1. What would the toll charge be? 
Answer:  Costs for toll lanes has not been determined.   
 
2. Is it worth having tolls for 4-5 miles? 
 
3. For snow removal, which lanes have priority - toll or general? 
Answer:   Snow removal would be a priority for all highway lanes (toll and general purpose). 
 
4. With barrier-separated lanes, where would they put the snow? 
Answer:  There are shoulders along the barrier-separated lanes that can be used for snow 
storage. 
 
5. Would it be electronic (toll) or just put money in? 
Answer:  It is assumed that the toll lanes will be electronic.  
 
6. Would there be an expiration time on a pre-paid card? 
Answer:  At this point, this information has not been determined.  
 
7. Has a toll amount been proposed yet? 
Answer:  No.   
 
8. If you have toll lanes will there also be GP lanes? 
Answer:  Yes, there are four general purposes lanes in each direction along with the toll lanes.  
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9. Are you going to use the cargo bridge? 
Answer: The cargo bridge (near Central Park Boulevard) will not be used. 
 
10. How long will it take to build after a decision in 2008? 
Answer:  It would depend on what the preferred alternative is and where the funding would 
come from.   
 
11. Have you identified funding sources? 
Answer:  Since this DEIS will not have a preferred alternative, this issue of funding cannot be 
addressed.  Keep in mind that the EIS may also result in a “No-Build” alternative. 
 
12. Does Referendum C and D come into effect on this project? 
Answer:  Referendum D was one of the funding mechanisms that would help fund this project. 
 
13. What’s the right of way cost for the realignment alternative? 
Answer:  This information is currently being analyzed and will be available in the DEIS. 
 
14. What is the outlook for National Western? 
Answer:  The project team has had several coordination meetings with National Western 
regarding impacts to their property.  
 
15. Company Carpools should be implemented 
 
16. Going through National Western would be less disruptive than going through 

Elyria/Swansea 
 
17. Would you tear down part of the new portion of the viaduct? 
Answer:  Only on the realignment options the depressed option affects the new piece of 
roadway that is on fill on the west side of Brighton Boulevard but does not affect the viaduct. 
 
18. If you are going to build this, you need to include directional interchange at Chambers 

Road. 
 
19. Is I-70 going to connect to I-270 if you use the realignment alternative? (realignment 
starts at Brighton Boulevard) 
Answer:  On the realignment the I-70/I-270 connection will be just south of the existing I-
270/Colorado interchange. 
 
20. If traveling eastbound on toll lanes when do the toll lanes end? 
Answer: Traveling eastbound, the toll lanes extend from Colorado Boulevard to I-225. 
 
21. Whatever you are going to build, we will have to live with for a long time.  It ought to be 
compatible with Denver Regional Council of Governments (DRCOG) traffic projections. 
 
22. Safety issue with wrecks/major pile-up? Ice and snow a concern. Don’t want messy 
alignment like mousetrap currently has with bad visibility. Need good drainage. 
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23. Who makes the final decision on highway alternatives? 
Answer:  FHWA and FTA are the final decision makers.   
 
24. The next meeting is how far off, a year? Then how many alternatives at that point? 
Answer:  The next public meeting will take place after the DEIS is published.  The DEIS will 
include the same amount of highway and transit alternatives that are being discussed today.  
Four highway alternatives and two transit alternatives.   
 
25. Alternative B would be great, it would be a straight shot with tolls. 
 
26. If I wanted to get off on I-70 between Holly Street and Dahlia Street, can I do that with 

toll lanes? 
Answer:  Toll lanes stop at Holly Street.  If you are in the toll lanes you will not be able to use 
the off ramps to the frontage road that is between Monaco Street and Holly Street but you can 
get off at Colorado Boulevard. 
 
27. Has thought been given to ending toll road at I-270? 
 
28. Is the coliseum impacted by any options? 
Answer:  No, the coliseum is not impacted by any of the highway alternatives. 
 
29. Tend to like rebuilding viaduct wider, it needs to be able to handle increasing traffic. 
 
30. From a time stand point, when will construction start?  Viaduct rebuild would have to 

start by 2008.  How long will traffic be diverted for this?  How long would construction 
last?  How long before the Holly Street and Dahlia Street section is completed? 

Answer:  Since this DEIS will not have a preferred alternative, this issue of construction timing 
cannot be addressed.  Keep in mind that the EIS may also result in a “No-Build” alternative. 
 
31. My preference is for the realignment, it is better for solving the congestion problem. 
 
32. I’m concerned about new building and development along realignment 
 
33. Will the new soccer stadium be impacted? 
Answer:  No 
 
34. Will the house at Vasquez Boulevard and I-70 (near Burger King) be impacted? 
Answer:  Property impacts are currently being evaluated and will be available in the DEIS. 
 
35. What kind of feedback are you getting on taking the highway north?  What impacts does 

the realignment pose for truck travel times? 
Answer:  We are receiving mixed feedback regarding the realignment alternative.  Travel times 
are very similar for the realignment alternative compared to the existing I-70 alignment. 
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36. What are the impacts to Denver International Airport travelers seeking to get off at 
Brighton Boulevard? 

Answer:  There is not a station planned at Brighton Boulevard, access to Brighton can be 
gained at 40th Avenue/40th Street.   
 
37. What are the impacts of the realignment curve on triple-trailers? Can they make turns 

without slowing down? 
Answer:  It is a 65 miles per hour curve so if your not speeding it should handle the curve. 
 
38. Are there any additional access ramps beside York Street being added or deleted? 
Answer:  We will be adding access in the vicinity of Central Park Boulevard. 
 
Community/Environmental 
1. How will the vibration during construction affect my house? 
Answer:  Many different impacts are being evaluated in the DEIS. 
 
2. The dirt at Aurora (Fitzsimmons) hospital contaminated-don’t use as fill for I-70. 
 
3. Has a date been set for construction?  We need to build it as soon as possible. 
 
4. Peoria Street has too much traffic.  Need information on Peoria Street and Smith Road. 
 
5. Contact for City of Aurora-Mac Callison- he is too hard to get a hold of. 
 
6. Sand Creek improvements new Golf Course/new bridge over Sand Creek 
 
7. 3330 Bruce Randolph hears constant roar of traffic at house, need to mitigate 
 
8. Executive director of Sand Creek Regional Greenway is concerned about impacts to trail 

at Vasquez Boulevard area, Commerce City Wetland Park, and realignment crossing 
near Vasquez Boulevard, and parking area near Vasquez Boulevard. 

 
9. Prefer existing I-70 alignment 
 
10. Denver International Airport starting to tear down runway tunnels this month 

 
Right of Way 
1. Pro-transportation especially light rail. 
 
2. I am the owner of an Auto Shop on Smith Road (I-225 and Smith Road) and I’m 

concerned about rail coming through my property.  Will there be a maintenance facility 
there?   

Answer:  We are still evaluating maintenance facility sites for commuter rail and light rail.  
One of the maintenance facility sites being considered for light rail is located at I-225 and 
Smith Road).   
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3. Are they thinking of elevating tracks out there?  The current railroad is an issue with 
stopping traffic, safety at grade 

Answer:  Along the transit alignments, crossings will either be at-grade or grade-separated.  
This information is shown in the transit alignment exhibits at tonight’s meeting and the project 
website. 
 
4. Light rail station would be an inconvenience for my business, even if property value goes 

up because of proximity. 
 
5. Is light rail more expensive?  If so, how much, and why?  Is it due to tractional wires or 

the trains themselves? 
Answer:  At this point in our analysis, we have determined that costs are similar.  Additional 
information will be available in the DEIS. 
 
6. What about the operational side?  Which is more expensive? 
Answer:  We have not determined the operations and maintenance cost for either alternative at 
this point. 
 
7. Which rail technology results in greater in impact? 
Answer:  We are still conducting analysis to determine impacts.  This information will be 
available in the DEIS. 
 
8. Would locomotive (commuter rail) be diesel? 
Answer:  Locomotives can be diesel electrics, electrics or a dual mode, which is a combination 
of both.  A decision for the type of transit technology has not been determined.  However, we 
have assumed a diesel electric locomotive will be used in order to make some basic 
engineering assumptions for the development of a commuter rail alternative, as we go through 
the EIS process we will develop a recommendation. 


